United States Air Force Mission

To deliver sovereign options for the defense of the United States of America and its global interests – to fly and fight in Air, Space, and Cyberspace

United States Air Force Vision

Lasting Heritage … Limitless Horizons

United States Air Force Priorities

Win Today’s Fight

Take Care of Our People

Prepare for Tomorrow’s Challenges

JAG Corps Mission

To deliver professional, candid, independent counsel and full-spectrum legal capabilities to command and the warfighter

JAG Corps Vision

Enabling the Air Force and the warfighter through mission-focused legal capabilities honed for a dynamic environment

TJAGC Priorities

( objectives on following page )

Provide on-time, on-target, full-spectrum legal services for Air Force operations

Develop and care for Total Force legal professionals and their families

Rapidly adapt our organization, manning, education, training, and legal information capabilities to surmount 21st century challenges through JAG Corps 21
TJAGC Priorities and Objectives

TJAGC Priority 1 - Objectives

*Provide on-time, on-target, full-spectrum legal services for Air Force operations*

- Expertly apply core competencies to the Air Force mission and the Air Force priorities: warfighting, developing and caring for Airmen and their families, modernizing and recapitalizing aircraft and equipment
- Ensure that all judge advocates are unrestricted in their ability to give professional, candid, independent legal advice
- Provide seamless reachback in all fields of practice to enhance the accuracy, speed, reach, and responsiveness of the legal services provided to commanders and Airmen
- Improve communications to internal and external audiences
- Employ the Air Force Core Values -- Integrity, Service, Excellence -- through the TJAGC Guiding Principles -- Wisdom, Valor, Justice

TJAGC Priority 2 - Objectives

*Develop and care for Total Force legal professionals and their families*

- Ensure JAG Corps Airmen are operationally ready for Air Force, joint, and coalition operations
- Ensure JAG Corps members achieve and maintain optimal skills and qualifications through education, training, professional development, and experience
- Strengthen recruiting, force management, and retention
- Provide career-long, tailored professional and leadership development for JAG Corps members
- Support and care for JAG Corps members and their families
- Reinforce an environment of mutual respect, teamwork, and self-discipline
- Foster lifelong bonds with the JAG Corps

TJAGC Priority 3 - Objectives

*Rapidly adapt our organization, manning, education, training, and legal information capabilities to surmount 21st century challenges through JAG Corps 21*

- Plan, program, budget, and execute the resources necessary to provide requirements-based capabilities
- Anticipate and prepare for new requirements and missions
- Continuously evaluate and improve JAG Corps organizations and processes
- Ensure JAG Corps manpower is allocated based on: “right people - right place - right time”
- Develop responsive, requirements-based education and training capabilities at The Judge Advocate General’s School
- Continually modernize and leverage state-of-the-art information technology capabilities